
 

 

 

Funco 166 

 

The Funco 166 is a larger version of the Funco 127, but with four / five bedrooms. On the ground 
floor, the front door opens into a hallway with a study / guest bedroom to one side and a utility 
room to the other.  There is a good sized accessible WC with space for a shower as well. The 
remainder of the ground floor is a large open plan kitchen / dining / living room with the stairs 
proceeding upstairs. 

On the first floor there are four good sized bedrooms, and in the standard layout a bathroom and 
sauna. You may want to reconfigure this to have an ensuite bathroom for the master bedroom and a 
separate family bathroom. As with all our homes, the internal layouts can be customised to suit your 
needs. 

At the rear of the house there are two options - as shown above you can choose to have the walls 
extending out, providing a shaded, covered full height area allowing some privacy from neighbours 
while dining etc. Alternatively the house can be designed to have the roof and side walls flush with 
the rear wall. The total living area is approximately 150 m². 
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Funco 166 Ground Floor Plan 

 

Funco 166 - First Floor Plan  
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Options: 

● Shell build to wind and watertight. 

● Full turnkey build (to agreed specification). 

● Choice of external finish including timber, render, brick. 

● Customised floor plans. 

● Choice of insulated exterior doors in a range of colours, with U values of between 0.65 and 
1.0 W/m2K depending on style.  Choice of interior doors. 

 

Features: 

● Closed panel timber frame system has rapid build time, U values of around 0.14 W/m2K, and 
can achieve excellent airtightness, leading to low running costs. 

● Triple glazed high quality timber/aluminium windows; Argon filled sealed units, U value from 
0.8 to 1.0 W/m2K depending on style. Aluminium outer powder coated to any RAL colour; 
inside timber frame white. 
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